Festival Race 23 November 2019
Another day for which forecasts became less benign
as the date approached, but in the event, a good
vigorous day on the water for the brave souls
competing - not to mention those on Swan. Six vessels
signed on, namely Imagine, Valentine, Tiercel,
Boomaroo, Tintagel and Sundance.

Brisk wind SSW at S Channel
Fort.

Course 6 was specified, to stay close to home and not
take too long - since the wind was forecast to increase
dramatically by late afternoon. In the event, that
increase overtook the fleet and was more than fresh

Tintagel crosses the line.

Boomaroo and ? Near start line.

Sundance and Imagine head to head.

Boomaroo seen from a jibing Tiercel
approaching the start.

Valentine .

Sundance and Imagine catching up and Valentine still ahead.

Boomaroo ducks behind, after Tiercel rounds Drapers.

Tiercel.

by the time of the start. This time
the considerable ebb tide was
against the WSW wind of typically 20
knots to gusts in upper 20's.
The lone and brave Tintagel was the
sole competitor in Division 1 and she
got away just a little behind the
specified time and headed off to
Drapers Reef. An accident to the
stopclock on Swan (choppy!!)
caused a bit of confusion around the
start of Div. 2 and all 3 vessels
crossed the line twice with
Valentine ultimately getting away a
minute before Tiercel and
Boomaroo. Imagine and Sundance
started within 10 seconds of each
other. All vessels opted for reduced
sail and kites stayed in their bags.
The race progressed without
incident with the faster boats
eventually overtaking the slower ones,
Sundance getting past Tiercel at 14.29
at the rounding of Grass Beds and past
Valentine 4 minutes later.
Over the finish line the order was
Sundance, Boomaroo, Imagine,
Valentine, Tiercel, and Tintagel all
within 15 minutes of each other. On
handicap the order was Valentine,
Tiercel, Boomaroo, Sundance, Tintagel
and Imagine. Chips and drinks
followed at the Clubhouse.
Many thanks to those on Swan, namely
Jennifer Gilbert, Robyn Curtis, and Ian
McKenzie, for persevering with a race
and hanging in there, in rugged
conditions and with the need to move
the buoy from the start line to Grass
Beds. Also to Vice Commodore Frank
for taking the responsibility of OOD.

Valentine – winner on the day.

Particular thanks to Robyn Curtis for
the photos. Apologies for the quality
of the other ones grabbed from video
clips.

